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By Kevin Decent
Kids today often don’t have the experience of limited store hours or even fully grasp the
inconvenience of walking into a store to buy toys because door delivery services were
not readily available. One of the worst times to experience such challenges was around
the Christmas season, specifically after the gifts have been opened and it’s time to
get the new toys up and running. Children often asked for toys like RC cars, Speak and
Spells, or Game Boys which require multiple batteries to operate. Even worse than a
home with no batteries on Christmas Day is a drawer full of the wrong size battery, so
close yet so far. However, there was still enjoyment to be had
because there were many toys from our childhood with action
play features that did not require batteries.

Batman

with Bat-Rope
In 1989, Toy Biz became part of the Bat Mania sweeping
the country by releasing three action figures based on the
blockbuster Batman movie. While this appears to be a regular
Batman figure, the enlarged belt buckle gives away part of the
secret. The belt buckle extends from the body of the figure and
can be looped around or attached to near any higher surface.
Now the fun begins as Batman appears to climb, drawn along
his bat-rope by his belt. The mechanism was no different than
a standard pull string toy except that it worked in reverse. The
string doesn’t retract so much as Batman is drawn along the line.
The figure was notorious for eventually wearing out and losing
the ability to wind the string back into the belt. Thankfully the
hook fits into Batman’s hand, and he can be posed ready to throw
it before climbing up the side of the building.
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G.I. Joe’s

Color-Changing Zartan
One of the things children of the 80’s loved to do was reenact their
favorite scenes from cartoons with their action figures. Epic, fivepart crossovers were played out in backyards around the country.
G.I. Joe was arguably the best figure line to bring outside because
of the limitless variety in figures and vehicles. Snow, sand, jungle,
mountains - the world of G.I. Joe can be recreated just feet away from
the back door. One of the best G.I. Joe figures to have was Zartan.
This figure debuted in 1984 as part of the third line of action figures,
released alongside the second mini-series “The Revenge of Cobra”.
The Dreadnok leader was a master of disguise with but one weakness:
direct sunlight. In the cartoons, sunlight would cause Zartan’s skin to turn blue and negate his impersonation abilities.
This action figure was made from a special, UV reactive plastic which reacted to UV light. Hasbro went the extra mile
and applied this technology to stickers and a vehicle called ``The Swamp Skier” which came packaged with Zartan.

Freezer-Ready

Iceman

The 1990’s Toy Biz line of X-Men figures is one of the most popular toy lines in history.
Launched during the peak of X-Men popularity thanks to Jim Lee and Rob Liefeld’s new
character designs, these toys saw as much action as the now-classic X-Men cartoon from
the same time period. This version of the Iceman figure only lasted a short amount of time
due to the relatively new use of color-changing technology. Using thermochromic paint,
the plastic figure reacted to different temperatures. Kids were encouraged to put Iceman
in the freezer to see “ice crystals” form on his body, and to also fill his ice sled accessory
with water. Once frozen, the sled-shaped ice cube could be popped out of the accessory,
Iceman could be attached to the actual ice instead of the plastic sled, and he could slide
across the floor on his actual frozen sled. Later versions of the figure included the sled,
but changed the plastic to a type that
did not change color, due to issues
with the figures breaking during the
freezing and thawing process.

C.O.P.S.

with Cap-Firing Action
Some toys from bygone eras seem surprising now due to their danger––
lawn darts being a leading example. Cap guns are seen less today but were
ever present in the ‘80s. Most toy stores had a cap gun rack filled with toy
guns of bright colors with a few rounds of caps inside. However, only one
toy line was brave enough to put the caps right into their action figures.
C.O.P.S. (Central Organization of Police Specialists) debuted in 1988 and took
place in the distant future of 2020. Sometimes called C.O.P.S. n’ Crooks or
CyberCOPS, they battled for 65 episodes and resulted in two series of toys
from Hasbro. Every figure and vehicle had a working firing cap mechanism.
A roll of caps was included, which could be fed into all kinds of accessoires:
everything from guns and backpacks to canes, jackhammers, and even
robots were fair game for housing the tiny explosives.
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TURNING FORGOTTEN
CLASSIC BOARD GAMES

INTO
MODERN
HITS
A CHAT WITH

ROB DAVIAU

BY ANTHONY KARCZ

“Game night” carries with it a wide variety
of interpretations. Invoke the phrase today and it usually
means pulling out a board game that’s been carefully crafted
around a theme, with bespoke mechanics, engaging art
styles, and a rulebook that’s meant to be conquered rather
than consumed. Or maybe you’re grabbing some dice and
a character sheet to play an RPG.

But “game night” in the ‘80s was a whole different vibe. The
games in your closet were likely primary-colored standards
like Sorry or Life. They were mildly entertaining but never
actually delivered on the raucous party scene always pictured
on the box (pro tip: if there’s a picture of people having fun
on the box, you should be immediately suspicious). Or maybe
“game night” was even worse and your parents would only
play “serious” games like Scrabble or Monopoly.
If you were lucky, you had a Dungeons & Dragons group and
“game night” meant you could actually have some real fun. But
then you’d also have to put up with the social hit that “nerds”
took back before we ruled the earth.
Every once in a while, however, there was a game that broke
away from the pack, that some lucky friend’s cousin just
happened to bring over. They had you exploring trap-filled
islands or battling wizard towers or even racing each other
through a post-apocalyptic wasteland. Fireball Island, Dark

Tower, and Thunder Road were games ahead of their time.
They embraced genres and let us experience and create
stories straight out of our favorite movies but at home.
All without having to learn a complex role system or have
a dedicated GM.
Restoration Games came out of nowhere in 2017 to bring
back these almost forgotten favorites and injected them
with modern gaming sensibilities. They sought out mediumweight games that were component-driven and rewarded
replayability. Their mission was to revive these titles and turn
them into something that would wow you when you opened
the box, but also keep you coming back again and again.
Restoration Games co-founder Rob Daviau has been
revolutionizing board games for over twenty years (he and
Matt Leacock introduced the world to “Legacy” board games,
utterly transforming stale staples like Risk). His mission isn’t
just to recapture the kinetic, chaotic games of the ‘80s, but to
inject new life and new opportunities for storytelling. I had the
absolute honor to sit down with him and talk about how
he revives these modern classics.
AK: Thanks for taking the time to talk! When I heard the
theme for this issue, Restoration Games came to mind
immediately. You’ve been so integral in reviving niche ‘80s
board games like Fireball Island, Thunder Road.
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RD: And Return to Dark Tower! That’s the one that’s
shipping now.
AK: Yes! I’m anxiously awaiting my shipping notification for
that one. I just backed the campaign that ended a few weeks
ago, Thunder Road: Vendetta.

RD: Thank you! That’s the meeting I was in before this.
We were going through every single card and looking at
how they interact with each other, trying to squash all
the rules questions.
AK: That’s a great lead into what I was thinking about in
relation to these older games. They leaned heavily on theme
and style. There wasn’t a lot of depth. So how do you strike
that balance between retro fun and modern board game
expectations?

RD: That’s what we do, find the balance between those
two things. The trick, whenever we start a project, is to
talk to people who have a real fondness for the original
game. And they tell us what they remember. What
they liked. Like spending an afternoon, smashing cars
together [in the case of Thunder Road]. So we’re like,
“Okay, so in our game, you should be able to smash cars
together.” Now how do you do that mechanically? How
strategic or tactical should it be versus random. The
answer is going to be different in 2022 than it would
have been in 1986.
Take Dark Tower, which goes back to the early ‘80s.
I played this as a kid. At some point we realize the
game is about, essentially, hearing a sound and then

something pays off. In the original game, you open the
door to a dungeon and then it was either a treasure
or an attack. And there were these way too long eight
bit sounds [makes the ubiquitous modem connection
sound] you know, like Eudora. So we know sound is
important. Anticipation is important.
For Thunder Road, we said it should be cinematic.
You should be able to see a movie in your head. You
should be able to replay [the game]. But it also needs
to play quickly. There are a lot of car games—car racing
games, car smashing games—that are very Euro, very
strategic, very tactical and planning out. And there’s
people who love those. So where can we be that’s in a
different spot?
AK: Right! At the end of the day, if it’s a Mad Max kind of game,
There’s gotta be a tactile element. I want to smash things. And
that’s one of the things I love about all of Restoration Games
stuff, not just Thunder Road. There’s a very tactile element to
all of your stuff.

RD: We spend a lot of time, I could argue too much time,
thinking about a ton of little details. We spend a lot of
time trying to create something on a table that doesn’t
feel like it’s just cardboard and plastic. It’s immersive.
It’s fun to touch. It’s fun to look at. There’s little Easter
eggs living there, so that it’s an experience. You might
look at it for a third time and go” I never noticed that!”
Every game has a feel. And when we first started the
company, we thought we’d be redoing maybe some
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crunchy Euro games from like the ‘90s and bringing
them back. But we did Stop Thief! at the beginning and
Fireball Island and a couple lighter ones. And whether
we meant to or not, the core audience of people who
buy our games tend to be like, “No, no, no! I can get
thinking games everywhere. You make
fun games.”
What we try to make sure they aren’t is totally random.
It can’t just be the 1986 game. The game should be
as good as you remember it being, not as good as it
actually was.
So I mentioned the game to someone and they said
“The original Dark Tower had this two-foot tall tower
that dominated the table!” And I responded with a
picture of the original tower with a ruler next to it.
Because ours is 14 inches. The original was 10. And
they’re like, “Ten? Is that really it? Is that the real one?”
And it is, it’s just that you were just smaller. And every
year that went by, your memory made it bigger and
bigger and bigger.
AK: Exactly! You might be able to guess, but, uh, I like
Transformers [gestures to the wall of toys behind him]. The
thing that drew me into modern Transformers toys was people
our age started being on the design team and they started
making the figures as good as we remembered them. Not as
they actually were because you look at the old ones and it’s
like, “Oh. That’s what that looks like?”

RD: Yeah. That’s how it moved? And that was the
paint on it?

AK: Yeah, exactly! And you guys take the rose-colored
glasses and make it a reality.

RD: That’s the goal. You’re always nervous when you
start a project. Like in the case of Return to Dark Tower,
it’s four years before it gets in people’s hands. And so
you’re relieved when people say “I played it, I waited for
it. It was great. It evoked all these memories.” I have a
friend who just got it. He messaged me today saying
he played it yesterday and that it checked all the boxes
of what it felt like to play when he was a kid. And I was
like, there we go. That’s what we were trying for.
AK: I’m excited because I never had it as a kid. I found the old
commercial with Orson Welles while I was doing research for
the article. And I was like, “Okay, I remember that commercial
now.” I just never knew anybody who had it. And my mom liked
Scrabble and Monopoly. So she wouldn’t get that for us.

RD: There’s a very interesting story about the original
Dark Tower. It came out and it was very expensive for
the time, like $80 or something. Today, it would’ve been
about as much as ours, around $175-200. It was hard
to make. It was expensive. It was hard to ship. (And do
I know what that feels like!) Then there was a lawsuit
with some inventors about whether they deserved
royalties. At that point, Milton Bradley just said, “Forget
it. It’s not worth it.” So it had this incredible popularity
and then disappeared, which locked in its cult status. If
it had gone another two, three, four years and petered
out and was on remainder and everyone had it, it would
have been like, “Oh, that was a good game, but
we’re done.”
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First developed by Louis Marx and
Company* in 1969, Big Wheel® tricycles
made a BIG impact on millions of kids
throughout the years. With parents
pleased by a positive report from
the Consumer Products Safety
Commission which stated the lowslung Big Wheel was far and away
safer than traditional bicycles, it was
a common sight to see kids pedaling
up and down the neighborhood on the
three-wheeled toy.
While the basic design is a classic (the Big
Wheel was inducted into the National Toy
Hall of Fame in 2009), there were so many
officially-licensed, pop culture-branded
iterations, it’s hard to nail down a favorite.
However, these are some of our picks that
rise to the top. Which Big Wheel cycle did
you grow up with?

The Real Ghostbusters
Released in 1987 by Coleco
Re-released by Playskool in 1990

Cabbage Patch Kids
Released in 1985 by Coleco

ThunderCats
Released in 1985 by LJN Toys

E.T.
Released in 1982 by Coleco

*While Louis Marx and Company were the originators, the brand changed hands several times
and a variety of other companies produced the brand and sold similar products over the years.
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Preferred Reader:
A Brief History & Recollection of Mall Bookstores
By Claire Sewell

G

rowing up in Houston, Texas in the 1980s and ‘90s
was to live in the shadow of skyscrapers. Built with
wildcatting oil and banking money, the gleaming
buildings were symbols of the previous decades of rapid
economic growth and expansion throughout the city. I grew
up in the suburban southeast area of the city, near Pasadena.
It was, in many ways, a lot like the scenes in Urban Cowboy of
endless refineries where men worked by day and let off steam
after hours at the local honky tonk. Maybe we lacked a little
of the so-called sophistication of our neighbors a few miles
up the freeway who shopped at the Galleria, but we had three
malls of our own all within a 10-mile radius.
Countless weekends were spent wandering these air
conditioned paradises and, though some of the stores varied,

each mall had Waldenbooks and B. Dalton bookstores in
common. We wouldn’t get a Barnes & Noble in the area until
2001, so mall bookstores were the go-to for browsing current
bestsellers and more. Yes, we had libraries as well. There
was one in the parking lot, just a few feet away from the
Waldenbooks inside the mall closest to my childhood home.
I loved going there, too, but my parents had enough
disposable income to fuel their reading habits with new
books so it was to the bookstores in the mall that we went.
Shopping, then, was as much a family pastime for us as it was
for other suburbanites. And so, buoyed by a sense of nostalgia
brought on by the early days of the pandemic, I found myself
thinking quite often about the story of mall bookstores and
what those spaces meant to me.
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AN INTRODUCTION
The first Waldenbooks, then known as Walden Book Company,
opened inside a Connecticut department store in 1933, setting
the stage for the retail trend to come. At this time it functioned
as a rental library, which sounds like an oxymoron, but think
of it like a Blockbuster for books and you’ve got the right idea.
Walden Book Company expanded to 250 such rental library
locations within department stores before opening its first
Walden bookstore in 1962 in Pittsburgh. By 1972 it had become
the largest chain bookstore in the United States, having moved
outward to standalone stores in shopping malls. It advertised
in newspapers as the now familiar Waldenbooks with “over
260 stores from coast-to-coast” offering “a full line of books
including 23,000 paperbacks.” Waldenbooks also offered a
Preferred Reader discount membership to its customers.
Not to be outdone, a competitor with the backing of a large
department store chain came on the scene in 1966.
Bruce Dayton opened the first B. Dalton bookstore in Edina,
Minnesota in the Southdale Center. Opened in 1956, it was the
first fully-enclosed shopping mall in the United States. This was
no small feat for a new startup, but Dayton was also a member
of the family that operated the Dayton’s department stores
along with what would become its more well-known discount
parent store, Target. Thanks to its merchandising power and
advertising know-how, B. Dalton quickly became the second
largest bookstore chain behind Waldenbooks, opening a
flagship store on Manhattan’s Fifth Avenue in 1978.

Year Opened: 1966
Year Closed: 2010 *
Peak # of Stores: 798

Year Opened: 1977
Year Closed: 2001
Peak # of Stores: 196

Year Opened: 1962

BOOK WORLD

Year Closed: 2011
Peak # of Stores: 1300
Year Opened: 1982
Year Closed: 2009
Peak # of Stores: 22

Year Opened: 1977
Year Closed: 2001

FURIOUSLY FLIPPING PAGES
Over the years, both chains thrived on the trade and mass
market paperback books that became popular after World
War II. These editions were cheaper and easier to produce,
and the resulting lower price point brought purchasing power
to even more shoppers. Throughout the 1990s this group
included children like me who tagged along with their parents
and teenagers who made the mall a frequent hangout spot.
I remember Waldenbooks as the sleeker, more streamlined
mall bookstore, whereas B. Dalton tended to pack things into
closely-spaced shelves. Indeed, their merchandising style was
described by the company’s president in 1978 as
“organized clutter.”
The B. Dalton strategy of featuring “high stacks of books”
seemed to create a more welcoming atmosphere for book
nerds and readers. It also provided a bit of the thrill that every
bibliophile loves—the feeling that you might discover a book
that you never knew you needed along the way. B. Dalton’s
public relations director described their stores as taking “some
of the awesomeness out of going to a bookstore.” Such a
description may seem curious in today’s lingo, but it points back
to the chain’s homier decor. The mid-century color palette of
ecru brick walls and brown tiled floors that many malls retained
into the 1990s also now creates a backdrop of warm and fuzzy
feelings for those of us who fondly remember mall bookstores.

Peak # of Stores: 196

Year Opened: 1971
Year Closed: 2011
Peak # of Stores: 511

STILL OPEN
Year Opened: 1917
Still Operating
Number of Stores: 260
Year Opened: 1886
Still Operating
Number of Stores: 614
* In February 2022, Barnes & Noble rebranded its Oviedo Mall
location in Florida as B. Dalton, reviving the brand.
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Throughout the 1990s this group included children like me who tagged along
with their parents and teenagers who made the mall a frequent hangout spot.

THE FINAL CHAPTER
Waldenbooks stayed on top as the largest bookstore
chain into the 1980s, buying out the smaller Brentano’s
and Coles chains and opening its own specialty stores like
Waldensoftware. In 1984 Waldenbooks was acquired by
Kmart. Then, in 1992, Kmart acquired Borders, a chain of
larger format, superstore bookstores like Barnes & Noble.
Borders and Waldenbooks continued to operate separately
until Borders declared bankruptcy in 2011 and announced the
liquidation of all of its stores. Following a decline in profits, B.
Dalton was purchased by Barnes & Noble in 1986, but stores
continued to operate until the last location was closed in
2013. This line of succession, as it were, mirrored the decline
of the American shopping mall as online commerce grew
and e-readers became a popular new option. It’s also easy to
forget that Waldenbooks and B. Dalton were just as corporate
as any other store in the mall, and their ouroborian tale of

mergers and acquisitions ultimately highlights issues within
the publishing industry that have only increased in
recent years.
In February 2020, just before the pandemic hit the United
States, I Tweeted about my nostalgia for mall bookstores
and included two photos from 1986 of the Waldenbooks
and B. Dalton locations I visited most often as a kid. I was
surprised by the number of people who shared my fondness
for them. Many recalled endlessly browsing the shelves while
mom shopped at the nearby department store and others
were once employees, too. For many of us, a trip to a mall
bookstore is but one stop in the theater of a sentimental
mind. Today, the Books-A-Million chain continues to operate
bookstores in shopping malls but in the larger superstore
layout. Within their smaller spaces, Waldenbooks and B.
Dalton managed to capture the sense of both intimacy and
infinite possibility that only comes from reading a good book.

Claire Sewell is a librarian and the author of The Golden Girls Fashion Corner blog. Her writing often focuses on television,
gender, and memory.
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Did you remember the “Fix-its” aliens
had names? Yes, the babies were
Flotsam, Jetsam, Wheems. While
never named onscreen, the adult FixIts were named Carmen and Kilowatt

While not a critical or financial blockbuster, *batteries not included found
a place in many of our young hearts when it debuted in 1987. The sweet,
sci-fi dramedy about a race of diminutive mechanical aliens who befriend
a group of tenants in a bitter battle with a land developer out to evict
them celebrates its 35th anniversary this year. To celebrate, we’ve pulled
together some fun facts about the film:

ick Garris
The story by M
was originally
(Hocus Pocus)
azing Stories
created for Am
te
es (Garris wro
television seri
e
isodes for th
a total of 8 ep
ven Speilberg
series), but Ste
h he wanted to
liked it so muc
produce a film

Debuted at #4 at the box
office in 1987 (with fierce
competition from Throw
Momma From the Train,
which opened a week
earlier) and eventually
earned over $65M on a
$25M budget

Brad Bird’s (The Incredibles)
feature film writing debut

The production used
an actual old building
surrounded by vacant
lots and burned out
buildings on the
Lower East Side of
Manhattan for filming

You could have owned a piece of
film history as several of ILM’s Fix
It prototype props were sold at
auction in 2021 for $3500 for one
or $5000 for a set of two, well
over their pre-auction estimates

For added effect, the studio
trucked in over 50 truckloads of
rubble for the set, but the city’s
sanitation department accidentally
removed some prop garbage,
mistaking it for the real thing

Stars Jessica Tandy
and Hume Cronyn
(Faye and Frank
Riley) were a married
couple in real life for
more than 50 years
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